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In this paper, we study the asymptotic behavior of the zeros of a sequence of
polynomials whose weighted norms have the same nth root behavior as the
weighted norms for certain extremal polynomials. Our results include as special
cases several of the previous results of Erdos, Freud, Jentzsch, Szego and Blatt, SalT,
and Simkani. Applications are given concerning the zeros of orthogonal polyno
mials over a smooth Jordan curve (in particular, on the unit circle) and the zeros
of polynomials of best approximation on R to nonentire functions. © 1991 Academic

Press, Inc.

1. INTRODUCTION

The behavior of the zeros in the complex plane C of sequences of
polynomials is a classical subject that has been studied by many authors.
Typical examples include sequences of orthogonal polynomials [3,26, 27J,
monic polynomials minimizing various norms [15, 28J, and polynomials of
best approximation to a fixed function [2]. In this paper, we use potential
theoretic methods to prove a general theorem (Theorem 2.3) dealing with
the limiting behavior of the zeros of polynomials that have asymptotically
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minimal norms. This theorem provides a unifying method by which many
of the above cited results can be obtained.

To be more precise, let w be an admissible weight on a closed set E c C
(cf. Definition 2.1), let 11·11 E denote the supremum norm on E, and let R n

denote the class of all algebraic polynomials (with complex coefficients)
having degree not exceeding n. For such a weight, it is known (cf. [19, 21])
that the constants

satisfy

t(w,E):= lim [tn(w,E)]I/n=exp(-F)
n_ 00

(1.1 )

(1.2 )

for a suitable constant F (see (2.9), (2.10)).
By an asymptotically minimal norm sequence of monic polynomials

Pn(z)=zn+ .. , ERn' we mean a sequence that satisfies

lim Ilwnpnll~n=t(w,E). (1.3)
n -+ oc)

To each Pn = nz= 1 (z - Zk), we associate the normalized distribution
measure v(Pn) defined by

(1.4 )

where (j Zk is the point distribution with total mass 1 at zk' Roughly
speaking, we shall show that a suitable balayage (sweeping) of any weak
star limit of these measures is equal to the corresponding balayage of a
probability measure /l:= /leW, E) that solves the generalized minimal
energy problem

min fflog{lz- tl w(z) w(t)} -I du(z) duet),
a E AI(E)

where .A(E) denotes the collection of all probability measures supported
on E.

The introduction of the weight w leads to substantial generalizations of
classical results because it allows the study of asymptotically minimal norm
polynomials over unbounded sets in the plane. As applications of our main
theorem we describe the behavior of zeros of orthogonal polynomials (with
respect to a fixed weight) over a smooth curve in C, and the behavior of
the zeros of polynomials of best approximation to a fixed function with
respect to an exponential weight on R = ( - 00, (0).
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In Section 2, we describe our main results. In Section 3, we discuss the
above-mentioned applications. The proofs of all the new theorems in
Sections 2 and 3 are given in Section 4.

2. MAIN RESULTS

Our main theorem extends a result of Blatt, Saff, and Simkani [2] by
incorporating a weight function and using the notion of balayage. The
weight function will be assumed to be admissible in the sense of the
following definition.

DEFINITION 2.1. Let E c C be a closed set of pOSItive logarithmic
capacity and w: E -+ [0, CJ)). We say that w is admissible if each of the
following conditions holds:

(i) w is upper semi-continuous,

(ii) Eo := {zEE: w(z»O} has positive (inner logarithmic) capacity
(cf. [25]), and

(iii) if E is unbounded, then Izl w(z) -+0 as Izl--+ 00, zEE.

Let At(E) denote the class of all positive unit Borel measures whose
support is contained in E. If (J E At(E), the weighted logarithmic energy of
(J is defined by

Iw((J) := JJlog{ Iz - tl w(z) w(t)} -1 d(J(z) d(J(t). (2.1)

We let V( w, E) denote the minimum value of this energy, i.e.,

V(w, E):= inf Iw((J).
<YE ••II(E)

The w-modified capacity of E is then defined by (cf. [19])

cap(w, E) :=exp( - V(w, E)).

(2.2)

(2.3 )

If E is compact and w == 1 on E, then cap( w, E) coincides with the classi
callogarithmic capacity of E, denoted by cap(E).

For an admissible weight won a closed, but not necessarily bounded, set
E, it is known (cf. [19,21]) that there exists a unique J1 := J1(w, E) E At(E)
satisfying

(2.4 )
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Moreover, Y = Y(w, E) := supp(jl) is compact, Y C {z E E: w(z) > O}, and
jl has finite logarithmic energy. We define

where

F= F(w, E) := V(w, E) - fQ djl,

Q(z) := log[1/w(z)].

(2.5)

(2.6)

When E is compact, cap(E) > 0, and w == 1 on E, then, of course, the
extremal measure Jl is the equilibrium measure of E, which will be denoted
by vE' In this case,

F(1, E) = -log[cap(E)J.

More generally, it is known (cf. [19,21]) that

F(w, E) = -log[cap(Y)] +fQdv,,/,'

(2.7)

(2.8 )

Closely related to the notion of w-modified capacity is the notion of
w-modified Chebyshev constant (cf. [19,21]). When w is an admissible
weight function on a closed set E c C, we define tn(w, E) as in (1.1). The
w-modified Chebyshev constant of E is then defined by

t(w,E):= lim [tn(w,E)]l/n,
n -+ 0::.'

(2.9)

where the limit is known to exist (cf. [19,21]). The connection between
t( w, E) and cap(w, E) is described by (cr. [19, 21])

t(w, E) = exp( - F( w, E)) = cap(w, E) exp (f Q dJl( w, E)). (2.10)

A theorem of Blatt, Saff, and Simkani [2], which generalizes an earlier
result due to Szego [23], asserts, in particular, that when E c C is com
pact, cap(E) > 0, and E does not contain or surround a set with nonempty
(2-dimensional) interior and {Pn(z) = zn + ... } is a sequence of polyno
mials that satisfies

lim II Pnll ~t = cap(E),

then v( Pn) ~ vEin the weak-star sense, where v(Pn) is the normalized zero
measure defined in (1.4). When E encloses a set having nonempty interior,
such a statement cannot be true, as the following example shows.
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Let E:={ZEC:lz!=l}, w:=:l on E. Then t(w,E)=cap(w,E)=
cap(E)= 1 and VE is the normalized angle measure (2n)-1 de. Let
Pf/(z) :=zn and qn(z) :=zn_1. Then

lim II Pnll ~n = lim Ilqnll ~n = 1.
n-oc· n_r:J:J

We note that v(qn) -? (2n)-1 de in the weak-star sense, while v(Pn) --+ 80'
the Dirac-delta measure at zero. Nevertheless, if f is a harmonic function
on L1 := {z E C: Izi < I} and continuous on L1 u E, then

}~~ Jf dV(Pn) = }~~ Jf dv(qn) = 2
In[,/(e ie

) de. (2.11)

In this paper, we shall investigate this phenomenon in greater generality,
using the notion of balayage.

A property is said to hold q.e. (quasi-everywhere) if it holds everywhere
except on a set of (classical) capacity zero. For a nonempty compact subset
8 of C, we let D oo (8) denote the unbounded component C\8, Pc(8):=
C\D 00 (8) denote its polynomial convex hull, and 800 8 denote its outer
boundary, i.e., 800 8 := 8D 00(8). Let a E.It(Pc(8)). A measure 8 supported
on 800 8 is a balayage of a to 8 00 8 if

Jloglz-tl- 1 dO'(t) = Jloglz-t[-l d8(t) q.e. on D oo (8). (2.12)

By continuity, the equality in (2.12) holds everywhere in D oo (8). Moreover,
if 800 8 is regular with respect to the Dirichlet problem for D 00(8), then a
has a balayage 8 such that (2.12) holds at every zEDC()(8).

In the sequel, we adopt the notation

U(O', z):= Jlog Iz- tl- 1 dO'(t). (2.13 )

The following result summarizes some known properties of balayage of
measures (cf. [10]):

THEOREM 2.2. Let 8 c C be compact and a E .It(Pc(8)). Then

(i) a has a balayage to 800 8.

(ii) If 8 and a are balayages of a to 800 S, both having finite
logarithmic energy, then 8 = 6.

(iii) If 8 is a balayage of a to 800 8 and f is harmonic in the interior
of Pc(S) and continuous on Pc(S), then

Jf da = Jf d8.
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(iv) If a has finite logarithmic energy, then it has a balayage to OX) S
with finite energy.

When a has a balayage to aex; S with finite energy, this balayage will be
denoted by [ah. In our main theorem below, we shall compare
[fl(W, E)]b with [V*]b' where v* is any weak-star limit measure of
{v( p n) }. The existence of [v *] b is a part of the theorem.

In the sequel, E c C is a fixed closed set, w: E ---+ [0, (0) is a fixed,
admissible weight function, fl = fl( w, E), !/' = SUPP(fl), and F = F( w, E).

THEOREM 2.3. Let Pn(z)=zn+ ... Elln, n~l, be a sequence of monic
polynomials.

(a) If, for an increasing sequence A of integers,

lim II wnPn II ~~9' :( exp( - F),
n~w

nEA

then, for every closed A cD w (//),

lim v(Pn)(A) = 0.
n~w

nEA

(2.14)

(2.15)

Moreover, if v* is any weak-star limit measure of {v(Pn)}nE/j, then
v* EJt(Pc(!/')), v* (as well as fl) has a balayage to aoo!/' with finite energy,
and

(2.16)

In particular, iff is harmonic in the interior of Pc(!/') and continuous on
Pc(!/'), then

}~w f f dV(Pn) =f f dfl·
nEA

(b) Suppose that

lim Ilwnpnll;tn=exp( -F),
n~WnEA

(2.17)

and also that the following interior condition holds: For any closed subset A
of the interior of Pc(!/'),

lim v(Pn)(A)=O.
n~wnEA

(2.18 )
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Then, in the weak-star sense,
(2.19 )

In particular, (2.17) and (2.18) imply that :/'=8cx;:/'.

(c) Conversely, suppose that 800 :/' is regular with respect to the
Dirichlet problem for D 00 (:/'), w is continuous on :/', and the zeros of
{Pn}nEA are uniformly bounded. If every weak-star limit measure v* of
{V(Pn)}nEA has a balayage v* to 8cx;:/' satisfying

(2.20)

then (2.14) holds with equality.

We note that if E is a compact set of positive capacity and w is the
characteristic function on E, then J1 = vE is supported on 800 E. Hence
[J1] b = J1 and Theorem 2.3(b) reduces to the theorem of Blatt, SafT, and
Simkani [2]. Moreover, Theorem 2.3(a) is an extension of [2, Lemma 3.1].
When Eos:R (where Eo := {zEE: w(z»O}), the "interior condition" of
Theorem 2.3(b) is automatically satisfied and the convergence (2.19) was
proved in [16] (under somewhat stronger assumptions) and yielded many
known results concerning the distribution of zeros of extremal incomplete
polynomials as well as of orthogonal polynomials on the whole real line.

The next result does not require that the polynomials Pn be monic or
that they have precise degree n. In the statement, v(Pn) is again defined by
(1.4) (except that n is now replaced by the precise degree of pn) and we
continue with the notation used in Theorem 2.3.

THEOREM 2.4. Let w: E ...... [0, 00) be admissible and Pn E lin, n ~ 1 be a
sequence of polynomials, not necessarily monic. Let A be a subsequence of
integers and assume that the following conditions hold:

(a)

(b) There is a point zoED oo (:/') such that

lim inf {~log IPn(zo)1 + U(J1, zo) - F} ~ O.
n_CfJ nnEA

(2.21 )

(2.22 )

Let v* be any weak-star limit measure of {V(Pn)}nE A' Then v* E A(Pc(:/'))
and, for balayage to 800 :/"

[v*h = [J1h· (2.23 )
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Remark. Let Pn(x) = anx" + .... Then the condition (2.22) with Zo = co
is equivalent to

lim inf lani l/n ~ eF
.

n~ 00
nEA

(2.24 )

Thus, if (2.22) holds for 20 = 00, then we may apply Theorem 2.3 (with Pn
replaced by Pn/an). However, it is not difficult to construct examples where
(2.22) holds at a finite point, but not at 00. Theorem 2.4 extends a result
of Grothmann [8J in the same way as Theorem 2.3 extends the result
in [2].

3. ApPLICATIONS

Our first application of Theorem 2.3 is to describe the behavior of the
zeros of certain extremal polynomials; in particular, orthogonal polyno
mials on the unit circle. First, we develop some notation. Let E c C be
compact and u be a positive, finite, Borel measure on E. For 0 < p:S; 00

and n = 0, I, 2, ..., we define

where, for a Borel measurable function g on E,

(3.1 )

There exist extremal polynomials

O<p<co
P= co.

(3.2 )

satisfying

(3.3 )

In particular, if P = 2 then T n•2 are the monic orthogonal polynomials on
E with respect to du. When E is the unit circle {2 EC: Izi = I}, then we
shall adopt the more conventional notation and denote Tn,2 by (/>n' We
proved in [18 J the following:

THEOREM 3.1. Let

lim sup l(/>n(O)ll/n =: p, (3.4 )
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and A be any subsequence of positive integers such that

If P< 1, then, in the weak-star sense,

lim v(ct>n)=v p ,
n~ 00
nEA

287

(3.5)

(3.6)

where vp denotes the normalized angle measure on the circle Izi = p
(vo:= 15 0 ), If

(3.7)

then (3.6) holds even in the case when p = 1.

A version of Theorem 3.1 can be easily extended to a more general
setting where E is the outer boundary of a compact set having positive
capacity (e.g., a Jordan curve). The essential property of a needed for this
extension is the following

Property R. For 0 < p:( 00,

lim sup II Tn,p(E, a; . )11 ~n:( cap(E), (3.8 )

where 11·11 E denotes the sup norm on E.

For example, if E is a smooth Jordan curve and, following Geronimus
and Shohat [7, Chap. VI], we define the modulus of increase of a by the
formula

a(a,b):=inff da,
A

15 > 0, (3.9)

where the infimum is over all Borel sets AcE with

f Idzl = 15,
A

then the condition

lim 15 log a(a, b) = 0
b~O+

(3.10)
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implies Property R for all 0 < p ~ 00. More general conditions for
Property R can be found in the work of Stahl and Totik [22].

THEOREM 3.2. Let E be the outer boundary of a compact set having
positive capacity and assume (J is a positive, finite, Borel measure on E for
which Property R holds.

Then, for any closed subset A cDw(E),

lim v(Tn.p)(A) = O.
n ~ 00

(3.11)

Moreover, any limiting measure v* of {v( Tn, p)}:~ 1 has a balayage to E with
finite logarithmic energy, and

(3.12)

where vE is the equilibrium measure for E.

As a further application, we study the zeros of the polynomials of
weighted best uniform approximation on the whole real line to non-entire
functions. Let 0( ~ 1, W~(x):= exp( -Ixn, x E R, and Co(R) denote the
class of all continuous functions on R vanishing at infinity. For
WJ E Co(R) we define

n=O, 1, .... (3.13 )

It is easy to see that for each n, there exists a unique p: := P:(O(,.f) E Iln

such that

Moreover, since 0( ~ I, Bn(ex,f) ~ 0 as n ~ 00 (cf. [24J). We define

(3.14)

ZEC, (3.15)

(3.16 )

where
r(ex)

A~:= 2~-2{r(0(/2)}2'

It is known [15, 16J that, with w~(x) := exp( -Ixl~/A~), the support of
the equilibrium measure ,u(w~, R) is the interval [-1, 1]. Moreover,
,u(w~, R) is given by

0( f fl y~-I
Jl(w~, R)(B) :=- ~dydt, (3.17)

n B III V y2 - t 2

where B is any Borel subset of [ -1, 1].
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THEOREM 3.3. Let iX> 1, WJ E Co(R), and suppose

lim sup{ Bn(iX,f)} lin = 1.
n-''X;

289

(3.18 )

rr q: are the polynomials defined by (3.15), then v(q:) converges weak-star
to J1( wa' R) as n --+ 00 through a subsequence A = A (iX, f) of positive integers.
In particular, if iX > 1 and f does not admit an extension to the complex plane
as entire function, then (3.18) is satisfied.

We observe that, in contrast with a theorem of Blatt, Saff, and
Simkani [2], we do not require the function to have a singularity on the
interval where it is approximated. In fact, (3.18) may be satisfied even when
f is an entire function. In view of the results in [14], such a function must
necessarily be of order at least iX, or when its order is iX, the type must be
at least 1. The precise characterization of functions satisfying (3.18) is not
yet known.

4. PROOFS

We begin by recalling some definitions and developing some notations.
Let C := C U { oo}, G be an open connected subset of C, 00 E G, oG be a
compact subset of C, and cap(oG) > O. The Green's function with pole at 00

for G is defined by the formula

g(Z; 00, G):= f loglz-tl dVidt)-log[cap(oG)]. (4.1)

If Zo E G, Zo # 00, then the Green's function for G with pole at Zo is defined
by

g(Z; zo, G) := g (_1_; 00, D),
z-zo

(4.2)

where D is the image of G under the mapping Z--+ (z - Z0) - I. We note that
g(z; zo, G) is continuous (in the wide sense), positive in G, harmonic in
G\ {zo}, and satisfies

lim g(z; zo, G) = 0
::~(

ZEG

For each r> 1, set

for q.e. , E aGo (4.3 )

Gr := {ZEG: g(Z; 00, G»logr}. (4.4 )
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The following lemma gives an estimate on the number of zeros of a polyno
mial in (Dco(S))" where we continue with the notation developed in
Section 2.

LEMMA 4.1. Let w be an admissible weight function, Pn(z) =
zn+ ... EIln, where n~ 1 is a positive integer. Let G :=DcoUI'), r> 1, and
Vn := v(Pn) be the zero measure associated with Pn. Then

(4.5)

When E c Rand Pn is a suitable extremal polynomial, it is shown in
[13J that the expression in parentheses in (4.5) can be estimated by
c(log n)/n in many interesting cases. When w is the characteristic function
of [ -1, 1J, the same quantity appears as an estimate in the discrepancy
theorems of Erdos and Turan and Ganelius (cf. [4, 6J and also [1 J).

The proof of Lemma 4.1 is essentially the same as the proof of inequality
(3.7) in [2J except that, instead of gK*(Z, (0), we use jIog!z-tl d[ll]h(t),
where Il is the equilibrium measure as in Theorem 2.3. The following
proposition summarizes certain technical details needed in the proof of
Lemma 4.1.

PROPOSITION 4.2. For any positive integer n, if P E Iln and

q.e. on aco!l', (4.6)

then

IP(z)1 ~ M exp [n flOg Iz - tl d[IlJb(t) +nFJ
where [Il] b is the balayage offinite energy of Il to aco !I'.

Proof It is known (cf. [19,21]) that

ZEC, (4.7)

floglz-tl dll(t)=Q(z)-F

where Q = 10g(1 /w). Moreover, q.e. on aOCJ Y,

q.e. on!l', (4.8)

floglz-tl d[IlJb(t) = floglz-tl dll(t) (4.9)
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[10, Chap. IV]. In view of (4.8) and (4.9), the inequality (4.6) can be
rewritten as

~logIP(Z)I-f loglz-tl d[fl]b(t)

1
~-logM+F

n
(4.10)

Inequality (4.7) now follows from the maximum principle for potentials
(cf. [21]). I

Proof of Lemma 4.1. Set

t(Z):=loglpn(z)l+nU([fl]b'Z)+ L g(Z;Zb G), (4.11)
kEf

where {zdZ=! are the zeros of Pn, I:={k:1~k~n,zkEGr} and
U([fl]b,Z) is defined as in (2.13). Since g(z;zbG)+loglz-zkl is har
monic in G, including at Zb the function t is subharmonic in G (including
at (0). Moreover, in view of Proposition 4.2,

(4.12 )

for quasi-all' E a00 Sf' = aGo So, by the maximum principle,

(4.13 )

(4.14 )

But, if k E I, then Zk E Gr and

g( 00; Zb G) = g(Zk; 00, G) > log r.

Since Pn is monic, this gives

t( (0) ~ nvn(Gr) . log r.

The estimate (4.5) now follows from (4.13) and (4.14). I
In order to prove Theorem 2.3, we need another fact about U(fl, z).

PROPOSITION 4.3 [21]. If Zo E Sf' is any point where

(4.15 )

then U(fl, z) is continuous at Zoo Consequently, U(fl, z) is continuous q.e. on
C. Furthermore, if w is continuous, (4.15) holds at every regular point of
a00 .C/.
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Proof of Theorem 2.3(a). The conclusion (2.15) follows from
Lemma 4.1 and (2.14). To prove the second assertion, let v* be any weak
star limit measure of {V(Pn)}nEA' say

By (2.15), we have supp(v*) c Pc(9').
Let

We fix an arbitrary point Zo E 0 00 9' and construct a polynomial Pn from Pn
as follows. Let {zi,n}7 be the zeros of Pn and let kn denote the number of
these zeros that lie in D 00 (//n. Then set

Pn(z) := (2' - ZO)knIlzi,n<t Doo(!/'I)(Z - Z i,n)'

Since kn/n --+ 0 as n --+ 00, it is easy to see that v* is also a weak-star limit
of v(Pn) and that {Pn} also satisfies (2.14).

From (2.14) and Proposition 4.2, it follows that

where Gn --+ 0 as n --+ 00. Thus

U([/l]h, z) ~ lim inf U(v(Pn), z),
n~ 00
nEAl

ZEC,

ZEC.

(4.16 )

(4.17)

Since the measures v(Pn) are all supported on a fixed compact set
C\D 00 (Sf;.), by the strong version of the principle of descent (cr. [10,
Theorem 3.8]), the right-hand side of (4.17) is q.e. equal to U(v*, z). Thus

q.e. on C. (4.18 )

Since U([/l]h, z)- U(v*, z) is harmonic in D oo (9') and vanishes at 00, the
maximum principle yields

U([/l]h, z) = U(v*, z), (4.19 )

Note that since U(/l,z)=U([/l]h,Z) for zED oo (9'), we have
U(/l, z) = U(v*, z) for ZED 00(9'). Thus from Proposition 4.3 and the lower
semicontinuity of U( v*, z), we obtain

U(v*, z) ~ U(/l, z) q.e. on a00 9'. (4.20)
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Therefore, from the definition of balayage,

293

U(v*, z)~ U([Jl]b, z)

From (4.19), (4.18), and (4.21) we get

U([JlJb, z) = U(v*, z)

q.e. on a00 ff'. (4.21 )

and so [JlJ b is a balayage (of finite energy) of v* to a00 ff'. Consequently,
[Jl]b = [V*]b by Theorem 2.2(ii).

We remark that any balayage of v* to a00 ff' has finite energy (and so
[Jl]b is its unique balayage). Indeed, it is known (cf. [21]) that there is a
(finite) constant M such that U(Jl, z) ~ M for all ZEC. If v* is a balayage
of v*, then

U(v*, z) = U(v*, z) = U(Jl, z) ~ M,

and so, by the lower semi-continuity of U(v*, z),

U(v*, z) ~ M,

which implies that v* has finite energy. I

Proof of Theorem 2.3(b). Let v* be any weak-star limit measure of
{v(Pn)}nEA' In view of (2.15) and (2.18), v* is supported on Gooff'. Thus
by the above remark, v* has finite energy and so, by the maximum
principle (cf. [10]), inequality (4.20) holds for all zEC. Next, using (2.17)
and an argument similar to the one leading to (4.18), we deduce that

U(Jl, z) ~ U(v*, z), q.e. on C.

Thus, U(Jl, z) = U( v*, z) q.e. on C, which implies that Jl = v*. Since v* is an
arbitrary limit measure, (2.19) follows. I

Proof of Theorem 2.3(c). Choose A I c A such that

lim sup Ilwnpnll b~9' = lim Ilwnpnll b~9"
nEA n_ 00

n--.oc nEAl

and let znEG 00 ff' satisfy

(4.22)

(4.23 )

Since Gooff' is compact, there exist a subsequence A 2 c Al and a point
ZoEG oo 9' such that Zn~ZO as n~oo, nEA 2 • Furthermore, let v* be a
weak-star limit measure of {v(Pn) }nEA2' say v(Pn) ~ v* as n ~ 00,

n E A 3 C A 2 . We note that since v* has a balayage satisfying (2.20), then as

640/65/3-4
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in the remark at the end of the proof of Theorem 2.3(a), it follows that v*
has a unique balayage to ooo9'(namely, [,u]b)' Thus, since 0 00 9' is regular,
we have

U(v*, z) = U([V*Jb' z) (4.24 )

Of course, (4.24) also holds with v* replaced by ,u.
We now use, in order, the equations (4.22), (4.23), the principle of

descent, (4.24), (2.20), and Proposition 4.3 to conclude that

lim sup ~ log II wnpn II BxY
n~Ct) n
nEA

=}~~ Uloglzn-tl dV(Pn)(t)-Q(Zn)]
nEA3

~ flog Izo - tl dv*(t) - Q(zo)

= -U([V*]b,ZO)-Q(zo)

= -U([,uJb' zo)- Q(zo)

= -U(,u, zo) - Q(zo) = -F. (4.25)

Next, we use Proposition 4.2 (with Pn instead of P and IlwnpnllBxY for M)
and let z -t 00 in (4.7) to conclude that

exp( - F) ~ lim inf II wnpnll ~~.'f'
n_ oc·
nEA

Together with (4.25), we obtain that (2.14) holds with equality. I
The proof of Theorem 2.4 is similar to that of Theorem 2.3(a), except

that Zo now plays the role of the point at infinity. First we establish

LEMMA 4.4. With the assumptions of Theorem 2.4, let K(n) be the precise
degree ofPn- Then

lim K(n )/n = 1.
n ~ 00
nE A

Moreover, for any closed set A cD oo (9')

lim v(Pn)(A) =0.
n~ 00
nEA

(4.26)

(4.27 )
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Proof We proceed as in the proof of Lemma 4.1. Let G:= D <XJ (!I'),
A c G be closed, and set

tn(Z) := log IPn(z)1 + nU( [/-l]b, z) + (n - K(n)) g(z; 00, G) + L g(z; Zj, G),
jEI

(4.28)

where {Zj} 7(n) are the zeros of Pn and 1:= {j: 1~ j ~ K(n), Zj E A}. Then the
function tn(z) is subharmonic in G (including 00). From (2.21) and
Proposition 4.2 we get that

lim sup tn(z) ~ n(F+ en),
z-+(
ZEG

for q.e. , E a<XJ!I',

where en -> 0 as n -> 00. Thus, by the maximum principle,

Let

(4.29)

m=m(A) :=min{g(zo; 00, G),

Then m > 0 and, from (4.28), we see that

inf g(z; zo, G)}.
ZE A

and so, from (4.29), we obtain

Applying hypothesis (2.22), it follows that

. [( K(n)) K(n) Jhm 1-- +-v(PnHA) =0,
n~<XJ n n
nE A

which yields (4.26) and (4.27). I

Proof of Theorem 2.4. Let v* be a weak-star limit measure of
{V(Pn)}nEA' say v(Pn) -> v* as n -> 00, nEAt cA. By Lemma 4.4, we have
v* E oA(Pc(!I')). Let ,1(zo) c D<XJ(!I') be a closed neighborhood of Zo having
radius less than one. Applying Lemma 4.4 it is easy to see that there exist
polynomials fin E IIn such that
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(i) degpn=degpn=:K(n), nEAl;

(ii) Pn(z)#O for zEL1(Zo), nEAl;

(iii) {Pn}nEAI satisfies (2.21) and (2.22);

(iv) v(Pn)--+v* as n--+oo, nEAl'

From (2.21) and Proposition 4.2 (with P = Pn) we obtain

ZEC, nEAl' (4.30)

where Cn -+ 0 as n --+ 00. Since (4.30) can be written in the equivalent form

/

z-t/-
1

1
U(f-/, zo) +I log -- d[f-/ Jb(t) - F +- log IpAzo)/

Zo- t n

K(n)f Iz-t/-
I

:::;cn+- log -- dV(Pn)(t),
n Zo- t

we obtain from (2.22) and Lemma 4.4 that

I

t I-Iflog!....=- d[f-/ ] b( t)
Zo- t

:::; lim inf f log IZ- t ,-I dV(Pn)(t),
n~CLJ zo-t
nEAl

Next, we claim that for quasi-every z E C

ZEC. (4.31 )

I /Z-t/-I f Iz-tl- I

lim inE log -- dv(ftn)(t)= log -- dv*(t).
n~CLJ zo-t zo-tneAl

(4.32)

This follows from the strong version of the principle of descent (cr. [10,
Theorem 3.8]) as we now show. Let

Then

( 1) Iz-tj-IU v(qn)'-- =flog -- dV(Pn)(t)+loglz-zol,
Z-Zo zo-t

and since v(Pn) --+ v*, it is easy to verify that v(qn) --+ v**, where
dv**(s) = dV*(S-1 + zo). Since the Pn's do not vanish in a neighborhood of
zo, the measures v(q,J are all supported on a fixed compact subset of C.
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Hence by the principle of descent, we have for quasi-every Z E C

lim inff log I z - t 1-1 dV(Pn)(t)
n~oo zo-t

= lim inf U (V(qn), _1_) -log Iz - zol
n~oo Z-Zo

= u(v**, _1_) -loglz-zol
z-zo

I

t 1-1=f log ~ dv*(t),
Zo - t

which establishes (4.32).
From (4.31) and (4.32) we have

U([tt]b, z) - U([tt]b, zo)::;; U(v*, z) - U(v*, zo) q.e. on C.

Thus, since U([tt]b, z)- U(v*, z) is harmonic in Doo(Y'), the maximum
principle yields

But U([tt]b, z)- U(v*, z) vanishes at 00, and so

q.e. on C

and

U( [tt]b, z) = U(v*, z),

(4.33 )9' = [ -1,1];

The remainder of the proof is identical to that of Theorem 2.3(a). I
Proof of Theorem 3.2. This is an immediate consequence of

Theorem 2.3(a) with w == 1. Indeed, for the equilibrium measure tt on Ewe
have cap(9')= cap(E) and exp( -F) = cap(E); thus (3.8) yields (2.14). I

Proof of Theorem 3.3. In order to prove Theorem 3.3, we recall
(cf. [15, 16]) that for the weight w,,(x):= exp( -lxl"jA,,), we have

1
F=log 2 +-.

,I.

(4.34 )
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where q: is defined by (3.15). Then Pn and iln are monic. Thus, in view of
Theorem 2.3, it is enough to show that there exists a subsequence II of
positive integers such that an =1= 0 if nEil and

lim sup II w~ilnll ~n = (2e l
/') -1.

n ~ 00
nEA

Now it is easy to see that

lim sup II W,p:ll~n = lim sup Ilw~q:ll~n ~ 1.

Hence (4.35) will be proved if we can show that

For this purpose, we set

where Tn(x)=xn+ ." EOn" It is known (cf. [15]) that

(4.35)

(4.36)

n= 1, 2, ..., (4.37 )

and

Next, we observe that from (4.38)

li~}~p {lanI1 /n(;J I/,}
~ lim sup {Ian Il /n(!!.-) i/, . (!!.-) -i/, g ~::} . 2e 1/,

n ~ 00 A, A,

~ lim sup {Ianl l
/
nII W, Pnll ~n} ·2e i

/,
n --+ ex;

(4.38 )

(4.39 )
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Since IX ~ 1, expressions of the form WaP, where P is a polynomial, are
dense in Co(R) (cf. [24]). So,

lim En(IX,f) =0.
n~'X;

It is then elementary to verify that (3.18) implies that

lim sup [En_ 1(1X, n - En(lX, nr/n
~ 1.

n ~ 00

Now, if we put

then

1~ lim sup [En-l(lX, n - En(IX,f)]l/n
n~'X;

~limsup [IIWa(f-Rn dIIR-IIWAf-p:)IIR]l/n
n -..--. 00

~ lim sup II Wa(p: - Rn- dll Un
n ~ 00

(4.40)

The estimates (4.40) and (4.39) prove (4.36). In turn, we have observed
earlier that (4.36) implies the convergence of v(q:) to Jl( W a' R).

The fact that (3.18) is satisfied iff is not an entire function, follows from
Corollary 4 in [12]. In [12], this is proved only for a class of weight
functions which includes Wa only when IX ~ 2. However, later results due
to Rakhmanov [20] show (cf. Theorem 2, Corollary 3 in [12]) that
Corollary 4 of [12] is also true if IX> 1. I
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